Your needs — and your enterprise — are growing and changing

The demands in healthcare are as big as the vision you have for your enterprise. Every day, you manage more data from more devices across a growing number of care settings for larger populations. Yes, that vision comes with risk. But the right healthcare informatics partner is one who carries much of the burden, keeps pace, collaborates, and helps you achieve your goals.

Philips IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition, a comprehensive managed service, allows you to do less of the daily grind and to focus more on what matters.

- Optimizes your enterprise’s clinical and IT workflows, operational model, and finances
- Provides a transparent total cost of ownership for reliable forecasting
- Anticipates your needs with customized, scalable solutions

IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition
Helping you manage the expanse and expense of your enterprise
Philips IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition
A comprehensive managed service

“IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition is comprehensive and all inclusive. Philips is a partner to us. They can tell us what’s next and what can help us.”

— Donna Russell
Supervisor of Radiology and Cardiology Imaging
CarolinaEast Physician Practice Offices
IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition

The managed service to future-proof your enterprise and grow confidently

This advanced and integrated managed service — now with PerformanceBridge, IntelliSpace Precision Medicine Oncology, and IntelliSpace Precision Medicine Genomics — spans the care continuum.
Innovative solutions with single-point integration enable information to flow enterprise wide

Facilitating the exchange of information within and across enterprises can improve clinical and IT workflows and enhance patient care. Being able to do that within your existing infrastructure means we can help optimize your enterprise management and enhance your investments.

Support in all the places where care happens

IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition provides a single, comprehensive patient view for the right care at the right time.
Partnering with you to **enhance solution security** and **data availability**

Staying up-to-date on the latest security standards is a consuming but critical task. Our team employs the latest security updates, upgrades, and encryption and continuously monitors for threats, so you feel secure in the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of patient data.

**Security that protects more than just data**

Protect your data, systems, and workflows with IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition, a managed service that guarantees solution uptime and shares in the risk.

*For critical systems.*
A team of experts supporting the success of your expert teams

Our dedicated consultants work side by side with your staff, assessing needs and creating best practices. IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition is a part of our long-term partnership with you, giving you the peace of mind that comes with effective and efficient change management.

The metrics and intelligence to drive transformation

PerformanceBridge, a part of IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition, provides innovative tools to bridge the gap between data and decision-making.

The rich analytics we discover inform the continuous improvements we recommend — the very changes that drive transformations to benefit clinicians, IT staff, and patients.

As your healthcare informatics partner, we also provide the insights that spark conversations within and across departments and between us and our customers. That collaborative, strategic decision-making is what helps us to help you achieve your goals.
A scalable solution that enables and responds to growth

As your enterprise grows, your needs will change. IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition responds accordingly, providing you with the support and solutions you need to meet your needs today and realize the vision you have for tomorrow.

Add solutions incrementally as you expand

This modular approach allows for responsible, sustainable growth of systems, departments, and enterprises.
A predictable cost allows you to seize new investment opportunities

Transparent total cost of ownership allows you to innovate and invest

Taking on new locations, solutions, and staff requires vision and visibility. With one contract, one vendor, and a service-oriented payment model, IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition provides a transparent total cost of ownership — an essential step to achieving your strategic goals. A managed service also helps you to anticipate costs and accurately allocate funds and resources.
Supporting the people, processes, and technology that make care happen

Philips IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition puts intelligence around your data to inform sound decisions and valuable strategic direction

- **Bigger data and better insights**
  - Contextual data
  - Advanced apps
  - Predictive analytics
  - Clinically aware interpretation

- **Improved staff satisfaction**
  - Fewer manual tasks
  - Reduced complexity
  - Intuitive, purposeful innovation

- **Time and money savings for value-based care**
  - Predictable costs
  - Less downtime and duplication
  - Consistent interfaces that save time

- **Better workflow across care teams**
  - Simplified collaboration
  - Rapid and reliable access
  - Effective and faster analysis

Together, we can help create cost-effective solutions for higher-quality care.
Philips IntelliSpace Enterprise Edition

Do more to confidently scale your enterprise with Philips, a healthcare informatics partner who does more for you

“By Philips keeping us on the leading edge, it means we can provide the best to our patients, physicians, and staff.”

— Mike Ciancio
Imaging Systems Administrator
CarolinaEast Medical Center

There’s always a way to make life better.